[The contribution of parameters of subclinical artery wall damage in the evaluation of cardiovascular risk].
To assess contribution of such parameters as intima-media thickness (IMT), presence of carotid plagues (ab), pulse wave velocity (abPWV) and ankle-brachial index (ABI) to asessment of cardiovascular risk in patients who were initially assigned to the group of low and moderate risk according to the SCORE scale. 600 patients with low and moderate cardiovascular risk according to "SCORE" scale were selected: 445 women and 155 men in the age 30-65 years. We used color duplex ultrasound imaging (DUI) of carotid arteries (CA),. computer sphigmography (CS), biochemical tests (lipid profile. MDRD. glucose). The contribution of studied methods to risk stratification was compared: DUI of CA allowed to find patients with subclinical artery wall damage in 96%, CS-abPWV - in 39%, and ABI only - in 5% of cases. After adding abPWV to patient examination 61% remained in the low risk group and 17% were converted into the high risk group. At the same time after adding DUI of CA only 37% of patients remained in the low risk group and 36% (almost every third) were converted to more high risk group. The most sensitive method of detection subclinical artery wall damages is duplex ultrasound imaging of CA. The abPWV also has some diagnostic value and can be recommended to find out this kind of damage due to its simplicity and convenience.